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Photo caption, from left to right: Sam McCachern, Thomas and Hutton Engineers; Jenny Gentry, Wells Fargo; Brian

Felder and Ryan Claus, Felder & Associates; Mayor Eddie DeLoach, City of Savannah; Lea Holliday, Bouhan Falligant

LLP; Matt West, Matthew Schivera, and Bill Mock, West Construction Company; Harvey Gilbert, Gilbert & Ezelle.

Bouhan Falligant, LLP broke ground today on construction of a new office building at One West Park Avenue, on the

south side of Forsyth Park. The three-story, 18,000-square-foot building will be completed in spring 2017.

“Today marked a new chapter in the 130-year history of Bouhan Falligant,” said Lea Holliday, managing partner of

Bouhan Falligant. “We look forward to continuing to provide quality advice and counsel for our clients, and are pleased

to be a part of all of the growth happening south of Forsyth Park.”

The building, which was designed by Felder and Associates and will be built by West Construction Company, will be a

highly detailed, brick-veneered building with cast stone elements, most closely resembling the monumental

architecture from the Federal style period. The primary design features include regularly spaced pilasters, topped with

cast stone capitals, which support a classical motif brick entablature. The heavy stone cornice above the pilasters will

wrap the entire building. Though the exterior will be traditional, the interior will be clean, crisp and incorporate all of
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the features of modern efficient office design.

“We are excited to be part of such a monumental project for Bouhan Falligant and the City of Savannah,” said Matt

West, president of West Construction Company. “The teamwork exhibited during the last few months by everyone

involved in this project has been outstanding, and we're looking forward to seeing the results of a safe and successful

construction project.”

Bouhan Falligant, which is celebrating its 130th year in business this year, handles a broad range of complex legal

matters in litigation, estate planning, corporate law, commercial and residential real estate, bankruptcy, and admiralty

and maritime law. In addition to their unwavering commitment to the law, Bouhan Falligant attorneys also care deeply

about the community where they live and work, and volunteer thousands of hours of service to almost every major

nonprofit in this area each year.

About Bouhan Falligant:
Bouhan Falligant is a full-service Georgia law firm with experienced attorneys who can handle a broad range of complex

legal issues for businesses, governmental entities, organizations, professionals, and individuals, both regionally and

nationally. Through more than 130 years of practicing law, the firm has developed the deep knowledge base and sound

judgment that delivers value to our clients. Bouhan Falligant attracts exceptional attorneys who are diligent,

determined and care about the success of its clients.
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